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Abstract: International organizations (IOs) have massively increased their use of social media in recent years. With 
the potential to disseminate messages at low cost in an instance, platforms such as Twitter have become widely 
recognized as new assets for reaching out to different IO constituencies. However, we know little about the 
effectiveness of such communication and how it contributes to the public recognition of IOs as eminent fora and agents 
of global governance. The paper addresses this gap by focusing on WHO Twitter communication on CoViD-19 and 
considers personalization as a factor in creating resonance. During the pandemic, the WHO’s claim to epistemic, 
political as well as moral authority has been constantly challenged online. Following its organizational structure, we 
see institutional and individual accounts engaged in tweeting and theorize that the personalization of social media 
creates a larger resonance. In that light, we consider how institutional and individual accounts utilize specific 
affordances and conventions of social media such as hashtags and retweets as well as specific content to create 
resonance and test whether they succeed. Based on a combination of qualitative content analysis and negative-
binomial regression analysis focused on which tweets are likely to create resonance, the paper provides preliminary 
answers to what communication pays off for the organization and whether social media can provide an opportunity to 
counter populist criticism of IOs being elite projects detached from what their stakeholders want. 
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Introduction 

International organizations (IOs), by definition, are charged with diverging normative expectations 

and hence unavoidably remain unfinished and contested in global governance (Claude 1956). 

Against their growing impact and increased politicization (Zürn et al. 2012), however, discussions 

on their role in global governance have gained momentum since the 1990s. More specifically, in 

recent waves of populism, criticism in these debates has become more pronounced and sharper in 

tone. As such, the ongoing delegitimation of the liberal order, in which most IOs are situated and 

which they constitute at the same time, has put these organizations in the immediate spotlight of 

scrutiny. In anti-elite sentiments, for example, IOs have been framed as technocratic and detached, 

a cosmopolitan threat to national sovereignty, and thus inherently biased ‘against the people’ 

(Pevehouse 2020, E197-E204). The globalism IOs represent has been framed as false ideology by 

populist leaders and parties around the world, implying that these organizations now more than 

ever operate in light of deepening cleavages in bipartisan politics (Hooghe et al. 2019). With Brexit 

and the US withdraw from the WHO as high-profile cases, pushback and dissidence from member 

states beyond the regular level of contestation natural to intergovernmental organizations have 

become a reality to which IOs need to respond to in order to remain relevant in global governance 

(Börzel and Zürn 2021, 290). 

Against these dynamics, IOs have ‘gone public’ and strengthened their efforts to directly 

communicate with their various audiences (Ecker-Ehrhardt 2018a). In the most recent iteration of 

such outreach, IOs have ‘gone digital’ and now use social media to convey their narrative(s) of 

global governance and rule-based order (Bjola and Zaiotti 2020b). However, we know little about 

the impact of such communication and how it contributes to the public recognition of IOs as ‘global 

governors’ (Avant et al. 2010). We also do not know which social media strategies organizations 

assume and what messages create resonance or even virality as IOs struggle for recognition. This 

is an important question because, despite potentially global outreach and little costs, the use of 

social media inherently runs the risk of ‘meaning appropriation’ through various audiences. In 

other words, against a not to be neglected risk of facing even more backlash and criticism, IOs 

have to make decisions about how to use social media and what message to send. Creating 

resonance on social media for these actors, more broadly, is thus relevant to sustain their 

governance but it is also challenging since they became the focal point of populist-nationalist 

criticism, fundamentally challenging multilateralism and global cooperation (Zürn 2021). 
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To theorize the impact of IO use of social media, we provide a case study on the World 

Health Organization (WHO), which, courtesy to a global pandemic that uprooted all of our lives, 

found itself in an existential crisis last year. Challenged in particular by the US, the organization 

was heavily criticized for being ‘too China-friendly’.1 This, arguably, caught the organization off-

guard since, considered mostly as a technical support unit in the UN family, the WHO prior to the 

pandemic, for the most part successfully, avoided politicization and scrutiny (Hanrieder 2021). 

Against this case, we consider three different dimensions of how the WHO creates resonance on 

Twitter. First, we consider whether different framings of the crisis resonate differently. Second, 

we look into different accounts in the WHO Twitterphere and determine whether it matters who 

communicates. Third, we analyze whether specific affordances of social media such as using 

hashtags and embedding media has a particular impact on reach. Each of these dimensions will be 

spelled out further below. Overall, by comparing different accounts speaking for the WHO and 

relating these to how much resonance in the form of likes and retweets they create, we can 

determine whether the WHO effectively uses social media to sustain its legitimacy.  

While current literature on IO digital communication focuses on the use of social media 

through IOs and related institutional change (Bouchard 2020, Ecker-Ehrhardt 2020, Hofferberth 

2020), our paper provides a first attempt to theorize what creates resonance and virality. We do so 

for an important case, speaking to research on WHO communication of CoViD-19 (Freyberg-Inan 

2021, McNamara and Newman 2020). The paper thus contributes to the emerging debate on IOs 

and social media and specifically to the WHO case. We first discuss the nexus between IOs, 

legitimacy, and social media. Second, we introduce the case of the WHO Twittersphere and we 

organized tweets throughout 2020. Third, we theorize what potentially creates social media 

resonance for this case. Fourth, we introduce our method and specify variables and models before 

we finally discuss results from our multivariate regression to estimate the effectiveness of different 

content, authorship, and affordances in social media. Each of these represents a potential factor of 

resonance. Testing them will help us understand the digital communication of IOs in terms of what 

creates resonance and helps these actors to streamline their messaging. This is badly needed as IOs 

have experienced a major backlash in recent waves of populism (Norris and Inglehart 2019).  

                                                 
1  https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/07/07/888186158/trump-sets-date-to-end-who-membership-

over-its-handling-of-virus, last retrieved on June 9th, 2021. 

https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/07/07/888186158/trump-sets-date-to-end-who-membership-over-its-handling-of-virus
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/07/07/888186158/trump-sets-date-to-end-who-membership-over-its-handling-of-virus
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IOs, Legitimacy, and Social Media 

Just like any other global governor, IOs are ‘subjects of ongoing legitimation’ within their broader 

social environments as they depend on acceptance and recognition from different stakeholders 

(Deephouse and Suchman 2008, 54). In fact, cultivating support from different constituencies – 

including member states as principals but also public and civil society actors as well as those 

directly affected by IO governance – is a sine qua non for IOs (Dingwerth et al. 2014, 168-70). 

More specifically, IOs have to constantly reach out to different actors to justify their existence, 

explain their action (or non-action), and restate their responsibilities and mandates as they remain 

‘unfinished political projects’ (Koch 2015, Barnett and Finnemore 2004b). Legitimacy can thus 

be thought of as a fluid, scarce resource for IOs to be sustained through effective communication. 

While it is needed to maintain authority in global governance, any organization can lose it if it fails 

to provide what it was meant to deliver or does not communicate with its scrutinizing stakeholders. 

Likewise, IOs can aim at social legitimacy by bringing their communication in line with societal 

expectations about proper institutional conduct, for example, by providing information and reason 

for action and results (Gronau and Schmidtke 2016, 539-42).  

As a consequence, IOs are permanently engaged in self-legitimation practices and, in 

particular, have adopted specific communication strategies to reach out to their stakeholders 

(Dingwerth et al. 2014, 180-5, see also Ecker-Ehrhardt 2018a). Practiced as ‘public diplomacy’, 

such outreach, in fact, has become critically important. As Hurd (2019, 717) recently argued, 

“[f]rom the point of view of the organization […], legitimacy is a useful property worth cultivating, 

defending, and deploying”. Against this backdrop, public communication has arguably become a 

most important intermediary practice of international governance, which is why IOs have a vested 

interest in providing reason and justification for their action (or non-action) (Tallberg and Zürn 

2019). In fact, in a setting of widespread politicization and populist delegitimation, public 

communication and providing justifications become a strategic imperative. Self-legitimation 

efforts intended to reach broad(er) audiences become “observable when international institutions’ 

representatives engage in proactive communication, in which they justify institutional identity and 

purpose on the basis of social norms” (Gronau and Schmidtke 2016, 541). Arguably, such ‘going 

public’ has become just as relevant as substantial governance and perceived appropriateness 

thereof in IOs’ quests for legitimacy. At least, IOs have become more strategic about it and IR 

scholars have discovered this as a new research agenda (Ecker-Ehrhardt 2018a, 2-4). 
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In the most recent iteration of ‘going public’, IOs have embraced social media to directly 

connect to their stakeholders. While still in an experimental stage, almost all IOs today have 

established a social media presence, hoping to use this to “effectively raise public awareness for 

global problems, publicly shame governments for not complying with international commitments, 

or teach norms and knowledge to citizens” (Ecker-Ehrhardt 2020, 21, see also Twiplomacy 2018).2 

Such communication is specifically important to counter populist narratives of IOs being elitist 

and technocratic (Zürn 2018). In other words, most IOs have recognized social media as “a positive 

force in supporting communication with constituents” (Ross and Bürger 2014, 48). Against this 

background, “social media adoption in organizations is outpacing [our] empirical understanding 

of the use of these technologies and our theories about why they may alter various organizational 

processes” in a rather dramatic fashion (Treem and Leonardi 2013, 144). However, the adaption 

and use of social media, just like engaging with ‘traditional media’, also poses certain risks for IOs 

and requires ongoing organizational learning. IO social media teams, for example, need to decide 

which channels they use, whether they use them in different ways, and how to balance authenticity 

and immediacy of communication against a more streamlined narrative (Hofferberth 2020).  

Compared to traditional channels – such as press releases, newspaper ads or printed 

brochures – social media is widely assumed to feature certain characteristics that make it a 

preferable tool for organizational communication, specifically in political contexts (Hopke and 

Hestres 2018, Thelwall and Cugelman 2017, Usherwood and Wright 2017, Gervais 2015, Ross 

and Bürger 2014). Such characteristics include that communication via social media is capable of 

establishing an immediate connection between the organization and its audience without 

journalists functioning as gatekeepers. What is more, social media communication is comparably 

fast and cheap, not only overcoming limitations in terms of airtime or space, but also allowing to 

circulate new content in the blink of a post or tweet. Because of these features, social media is 

widely assumed to be efficient, despite the fact that its impact often remains uncertain. More 

specifically, given its cultural prevalence and the potential to reach broad if not global audiences 

instantaneously, social media is perceived to significantly expand the ability of any organization 

to increase its resonance. In other words, social media is recognized as a tool for ongoing self-

legitimation despite the fact that IOs do not quite know what works and what does not.  

                                                 
2  As anecdotal evidence, the main UN account (@UN) was created in March 2008 and now has 13.4 million 

followers (Bouchard 2020), while @WHO followed in April 2008, just two years after Twitter was launched. 
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While all these characteristics arguably apply to social media in general, Twitter features 

particularly high degrees of connectivity and impact (or at least the potential thereof). Its brevity, 

conciseness, and immediacy amplify the characteristics of social media. In fact, as a sociocultural 

phenomenon, Twitter epitomizes new ways of organizational and personal communication 

(Murthy 2012). Tweets have become “common means of sharing opinions and updates for 

individuals as well as for business, governments and nongovernmental organizations” (Denskus 

and Esser 2013, 405). Instant message updates, hashtags and retweets, the ability to directly 

address other users and share content by embedding further media (images, videos, etc.) makes 

this micro-blogging application so successful and best suited for “breaking the news” (Dimitrov 

2014, 304). Consequentially, Twitter has become the “most used social media application in 

official public relations, advertising, and marketing campaigns” (Lovejoy et al. 2012, 313, see also 

Usherwood and Wright 2017).3 Against this backdrop, we assume Twitter to play an important 

role in organizational self-legitimation as almost all IOs, following trends of public diplomacy and 

online foreign policy, maintain Twitter account(s) and have become increasingly active in this 

social media environment (Ecker-Ehrhardt 2020, Duncombe 2017).  

 

The Case: WHO Twittersphere and the Pandemic 

Given its mandate to educate about global health issues, the WHO is a remarkable case in point. It 

became active in social media during the late 2000s and maintained a strong presence ever since 

(Guidry et al. 2017). Hosting accounts on Twitter, Facebook, Google+, YouTube, Instagram, 

LinkedIn, Storify, foursquare, Vine, Ello, and Periscope, the organization understands its role in 

health communication broadly and recognizes the need “to keep abreast of changes and identify 

areas of improvement, such as using more visuals, pictures and infographics to simplify 

information, tell better stories, and create a fast but lasting impact”.4 When it comes to Twitter, 

there are several accounts, both institutional and individual, which are recognized by the 

organization and reflect the real-world WHO structure in its Twittersphere This includes the main 

account (@WHO) and six accounts of regional offices (@WHO_Europe, @WHOAFRO, 

@WHOWPRO, @pahowho, @WHOEMRO, @WHOSEARO). These accounts are institutional 

                                                 
3  See https://www.similarweb.com/top-websites for a detailed ranking of social media websites.  
4  See https://www.who.int/communicating-for-health/functions/social-media/en/, last retrieved on June 9th, 2021. 

https://www.similarweb.com/top-websites
https://www.who.int/communicating-for-health/functions/social-media/en/
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in the sense that they do not feature identifiable individuals. In other words, each account is 

permanent and carries a certain weight as it represents the WHO, at large or regionally. 

While these accounts are expected to speak authoritatively for the organization, individual 

accounts exist as well. In terms of senior leadership, this includes WHO Director-General Dr. 

Tedros (@DrTedros), Executive Director for External Relations and Governance Jane Ellison 

(@JaneEllison), Executive Director for the WHO Health Emergency Programme Mike Ryan 

(@DrMikeRyan), WHO Chief Scientist Dr. Soumya Swaminathan (@doctorsoumya), and Dr. 

Peter Singer, Special Advisor to the Director-General (@PeterASinger).5 In addition, regional 

directors, if active on Twitter, were considered as well. This includes Matshidiso Rebecca Moeti 

(Africa), Carissa F. Etienne (Americas), Hans Kluge (Europe), and Takeshi Kasai (Western 

Pacific). Arguably, these individual accounts also speak for the WHO since the respective user is 

well-aware of her or his public role due to their exposed position within the organization. They 

are, however, not immediately tied to the WHO and, in some cases, were active on Twitter before 

assuming their position. Given their authority and independence within the WHO, we further 

assume that their messages are not necessarily approved by the centralized social media team. 

Together, institutional and personal accounts listed in Table 1 define the “official face” of the 

WHO on Twitter.6 

Table 1: The WHO Twittersphere in 2020 

                                                 
5  See https://www.who.int/director-general/who-headquarters-leadership-team, last retrieved on June 9th, 2021. 

Note that Deputy Director-General Dr. Zsuzsanna Jakab was not active on Twitter in 2020 and Executive Director 
Jane Ellison only sent 45 tweets of which two originate from the time periods considered (see below). 

6  We are aware that this selection of accounts captures only the ‘second face’ of the WHO and that states and their 
representatives (first face) as well as non-state actors (third face) play an important role within the WHO 
Twittersphere, just as they play in real-world WHO governance (Weiss et al. 2009, 125-9). 

Institutional Tweets  Followers Individual Tweets  Followers  

@WHO 
@WHO_Europe 
@WHOAFRO 
@WHOWPRO 

@pahowho 
@WHOEMRO 
@WHOSEARO 

12,190 
2,631 
2,006 
3,400 
2,803 
1,412 
4,007 

8,900,000 
156,500 
223,700 
194,000 
100,500 
215.300 
109,500 

@DrTedros 
@JaneEllison 

@DrMikeRyan 
@doctorsoumya 
@PeterASinger 
@hans_kluge 
@MoetiTshidi 
@takeshi_kasai 
@DirOPSPAHO 

5,696 
45 
108 

2,770 
4,794 
592 
682 
453 

1,570 

1,400,000 
10,100 
47,800 
84,500 
24,500 
14,000 
32,400 
6,100 
7,300 

https://www.who.int/director-general/who-headquarters-leadership-team
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Given the unprecedented nature of the pandemic and the expectation towards the organization to 

authoritatively provide information and updates, WHO accounts tweeted, albeit with different 

frequency, on CoViD-19 throughout 2020. In fact, approximately 55-60% of all tweets across 

these accounts referred to the pandemic either directly or framed their message with CoViD-19 

(Hofferberth 2021). Collectively, these accounts express how the WHO perceived the crisis, which 

aspects of the crisis it focused on, and how it presented itself throughout (Brown 2020). Reaching 

millions of followers in an instance – @WHO alone had almost 9.4 million followers and 

@DrTedros 1.4 million respectively in 2020 – each tweet carried weight. However, not all 

resonated equally and only few created virality. With CoViD-19 and the organizational response 

to it becoming a focal point of populist contestation in terms of perceiving and assessing the WHO 

and its preparedness for future pandemics (Hanrieder 2021), reaching out to various audiences and 

creating support through social media seemed more important than ever for the WHO. Individual 

and institutional WHO accounts, explicitly and willingly or not, engaged in self-legitimation to 

restore, sustain, and potentially even expand organizational authority against crisis and criticism 

as they sought to share tweets that resonated within their audiences.  

 
 

Theorizing IO Social Media Resonance 

Despite a recently growing interest in reconstructing organizational features and strategies of IO 

social media communication (Bjola and Zaiotti 2020a), its resonance and hence its impact has not 

been much of a concern up until now. To be sure, social media research has already highlighted a 

number of general factors to be taken into account when determining whether messages have the 

potential to create resonance or not. For example, research has pointed to existing network 

structures and centrality as a condition for as well as a consequence of resonance (Goritz et al. 

2020) and also to the usage of social-technical affordances such as hashtags (Suh et al. 2010). 

Further, in light of polarized fragmentation, social media ‘allows’ its users to limit exposure to 

diverging opinions. In these echo chambers, speaking to and confirming the beliefs of one’s 

audience resonates well but at the same time creates irreconcilable bubbles of contradictory content 

with other audiences (Flaxman et al. 2016). Also, there is discussion on affective content. As 

Hansen et al. (2011) pointedly argue, Twitter resonance is based on either sweet-talking one’s 

friends or serving bad news to the public. In both instances, affection matters and, at least in 
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personal contexts, emotions create resonance. However, as this research remains interdisciplinary 

and scattered, we arguably do not know enough about context-specific conditions of resonance 

with regard to political communication in general and in international politics more specifically. 

Against our prior discussion of IO authority and legitimation, we consider three factors in 

particular as to whether and how IO social media communication can create resonance: framing, 

authorship, and technosocial affordances of tweeting. Each factor and their mechanisms as to why 

and how they might be more effective are discussed in the following three subsections.  

Resonance and Framing 

Following conventional insights from IO authority research, we understand the WHO as a 

“symbolic authority”, resting its mandate on various dimensions such as  rational-legal, delegated, 

moral, and expert authority (Barnett and Finnemore 2004a, 171-5, see also Ecker-Ehrhardt 2012). 

As such, there are different ways for the WHO to discursively reproduce its authority and the 

framing of the crisis plays an important role in this. An emphasis on health, for example, expresses 

an unwillingness to engage with the pandemic in broader, potentially more controversial terms. It 

would, however, confirm the WHO in its role as a health information provider and confirm the 

organization’s expert authority as it remains neutral and committed to ‘facts’. On the flipside, 

emphasizing the political dimension of the pandemic indicates a willingness to engage in 

contentious discussions, leading to higher degrees of politicization (Ecker-Ehrhardt 2018b). It 

would further reflect a broader WHO commitment to social and economic issues, calling for a 

holistic approach to tackle CoViD, using its moral authority to expand its mandate and assume a 

more active role in the crisis (Barnett and Finnemore 2004a, 173-4). Between these different 

framings, we contend that resonance is created if communication fits well with regard to the role 

the IO should play in the eye of the audience. While stakeholders have different expectations, by 

and large we assume that during a global pandemic, global publics are looking towards the WHO 

for health guidance and not politics. Explicit tweets might resonate well with certain audiences, 

but political statements, we hypothesize at the same time offend others and thus negate any 

potential positive net gain in resonance. After all, IO leadership prefers a more neutral role or at 

least wants to be perceived as such since this seems to be beneficial (Louis and Maertens 2021). 

Hypothesis 1:  Framing the pandemic as a health crisis and hence within the mandate of 

the WHO is more likely to generate resonance than broader framings. 
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Resonance and Authorship 

In terms of who tweets, we distinguish two mechanisms which both potentially impact resonance. 

First, we argue that personalization through office holders can create additional resonance. Such 

personalization of authorship in the digital sphere has been discussed in domestic settings as well 

as diplomatic contexts (Stromer-Galley 2019, Manor 2021). We believe this is also the case for 

IOs since social media allows these actors to change their perception as complex organizations 

and present themselves in more immediate ways, making it more likely to resonate (Olsson et al. 

2018, Krzyżanowski 2018). In other words, we content that the general trend towards social media 

personalization is also affecting IO digital communication and ultimately changes how IOs 

communicate. Whether strategic or authentic, individual faces lend institutions such as the WHO 

a more credible voice and counter populist critique of operating ‘against the people’. This 

credibility stems from granting a higher level of authority to executive top-officials of an 

organization, assuming that these are truly experts in their field (Thelwall and Cugelman 2017). In 

particular, many IO leaders seems to have learned to use social media for their own profiling, not 

least by cleverly mixing the political with the private, and thereby creating a larger resonance for 

its tweets (Olsson et al. 2018).7 

Hypothesis 2a:  Stylizing leadership as direct and unmediated through personal accounts 

is more likely to generate more resonance than institutional accounts. 

In addition to the distinction between institutional and personal accounts, we contend that the real-

world organizational structure of the WHO translated into the WHO Twittersphere also matters 

for the resonance of tweets. More specifically, with @WHO and @DrTedros as Director-General 

plus @JaneEllison, @DrMikeRyan, @doctorsoumya, and @PeterASinger, we have various 

accounts who represent the ‘global WHO’. On the other side, with the regional offices and their 

respective directors, we have a more ‘local WHO’, closer to the audience and their lifeworlds. 

Specifically against the dynamics of the crisis, we contend that localized updates and information 

are more likely to resonate. In other words, despite or maybe precisely because marking a global 

                                                 
7  Arguably, the personalization of IO communication is driven by populism and its “embrace of personalised power 

by a charismatic leader who claims to embody the popular will” (Destradi and Plagemann 2019, 714). In other 
words, it relies on the very same dynamics that are used to deem these institutions as elitist instruments of 
domination and we remain skeptical in the end whether personalization in the long run sustains IO legitimacy. 
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experience, the pandemic foregrounds the spatiotemporality of IOs (Eckl 2020). If these connect 

to stakeholders in more precisely defined contexts, their messages are more likely to resonate. 

Hypothesis 2b:  Regional accounts are more likely to generate resonance than accounts 

affiliated to the WHO main organization. 

Resonance and Technosocial Affordances 

Connecting to others users by sharing content and sending messages such as tweets is the most 

basic affordance of social media. However, different platforms provide users with additional 

options and features – such as the use of non-textual content or hashtags, creating tweets as 

retweets or flagging them as a reply. We assume that competent users – those familiar with such 

affordances as well the social conventions affecting their reception by the crowd – should be more 

likely to take advantage of such additional possibilities to create resonance. In other words, 

whether single messages resonate or not is a function of how well the user understands and takes 

advantage of the possibilities the respective medium offers and how well she or he follows the 

social conventions of social media (Murthy 2012). 

To start with, including and (hyper)linking of visual content such as images, videos or 

infographics in textual communication is widely assumed to be an important feature of social 

media. More specifically, in our context, such visual content may have a transformative impact on 

international politics (Jackson 2019). For example, scholars have argued that distribution of 

images via social media has massively enhanced the visual character of protest activism against 

multilateral institutions (Poell 2014), has facilitated the emotional impact of “digital” human rights 

advocacy (Hall et al. 2020) and has become a defining characteristic of “digital diplomacy” of 

governments vis-à-vis domestic as well as foreign audiences (Manor 2019). We thus hypothesize 

that the deliberate inclusion of visual content increases the likelihood of any particular tweet to be 

liked and retweeted.  

Hypothesis 3a:  The use of visual content generates additional resonance. 

Hashtags function as an “indexing system” (Xiong et al. 2019) on social media and constitute 

important vehicles to organize and select content (Meraz 2017). If employed, content becomes 

easier to search and identify by other users as a contribution to a specific conversation and facilitate 

"hashtag publics" (Bruns and Burgess 2015). Thus hashtags have been shown to strongly correlate 
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with resonance in general (Suh et al. 2010). Relatedly, social media allow political advocates to 

strategically create own hashtags to attract attention as a means of “hashtag activism” (Tombleson 

and Wolf 2017). In some of these instances, the hashtag as such instead of the content of any 

particular tweet has gone viral. Hence we assume that the deliberate and smart use of hashtags 

makes it further more likely for any tweet to ‘pick up’. 

Hypothesis 3b:  The use of hashtags generates additional resonance. 

Sharing content by forwarding messages of other users is another affordance of social media 

platforms, offering important opportunities to “knit together” individual utterances and express 

your support for certain messages (Boyd et al. 2010, 7). Across platforms and early on, users 

started to invent ways to attribute content to others sources – such as the “RT” to define “Retweets” 

on Twitter (Kooti et al. 2012). Twitter as well as other applications reacted to such practices by 

including easy features for forwarding messages. This automatization of integrating original 

messages into new ones provides a viable measure of "virality" of online content (Suh et al. 2010, 

Paßmann 2019) – a quality to which we will turn later when using it as a measure of resonance. 

However, retweets also send a strong signal of relevance if not endorsement to other users by 

preselecting content that is flagged as important one or other way. Thus, their use as ‘reinforcing 

content appropriation’ should attract attention and spur additional resonance. 

Hypothesis 3c:  Retweeting content of others generates additional resonance. 

Compared to retweets, replies arguably fulfill a more conversational function, since it allows the 

users to directly address one another (Boyd et al. 2010). Therefore, replies suggest not only 

agreement with content (such as hashtags or retweets) but also willingness to enter into dialogical 

relationship with others in symmetric “two-way communication” (Grunig and Hunt 1984, Shahin 

and Dai 2019). By this quality, replies of political organizations can be read as a signal of 

responsiveness and accountability to relevant constituencies as well as a simulacrum of democratic 

inclusion (Stromer-Galley 2019). While we see no mechanism that relate replies and resonance in 

a direct way, we find the use of replies a possible affordances that could spur resonance on 

indirectly, for example, by making political actors appear as more legitimate participants in social 

media discourses, thus indirectly enhancing the resonance of their tweets. 

Hypothesis 3d:  Replying to others tweets generates additional resonance. 
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Data, Variables, and Models 

The Data 

We collected all tweets (including retweets and replies) sent in 2020 by the selected accounts via 

the Twitter API v2. In a second step, we selected a subset of these tweets for an in-depth content 

analysis to determine whether they address CoViD as a health crisis or not (see Hofferberth 2021 

for more details). To organize the selection of tweets and provide a manageable sample, an event-

driven timeline of 2020 was developed.8  This timeline includes noteworthy developments within 

the WHO such as the meeting of the World Health Assembly as well as events that happened 

outside the organization but immediately affected the organization, such as the withdrawal 

announcement of the US. Following Denskus and Esser (2013) to narrow done Twitter data by 

focusing on specific events, the timeline thus includes critical moments in which the WHO faced 

scrutiny and backlash as well as the challenge to address the crisis. This focus produces a selection 

of tweets in which resonance matters since the stakes were particularly high. As reflected in Table 

2, we designated seven periods of different lengths throughout 2020 promising insights into how 

the WHO tweeted throughout the crisis and what strategies created resonance within. The 13,422 

tweets listed include retweets and replies but are limited to tweets in English, Spanish, and French. 

Together, they account for 29.7% of all WHO tweets throughout 2020 (N = 45,159 tweets).  

Beginning with a one-month period between December 31st, 2019 as the first reference to 

a ‘viral pneumonia’ through the initial WHO risk assessment and a first WHO mission to Wuhan 

leading to the declaration of a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC), the 

WHO's highest level of alarm, on January 31st, 2020, the first period reflects the initial engagement 

with and early sense-making of CoViD-19. Next, tweets in light of the Director-General addressing 

the G20 on March 26th to the first explicit criticism (and threat) of President Trump during a 

coronavirus taskforce briefing on April 7th were considered. Third, the 73rd World Health 

Assembly in May 2020 provided a stage for the WHO to discuss the crisis. This period was 

extended to include the May 29th announcement of the Trump administration to leave the WHO, 

claiming that the organization caved to pressure from China “to mislead the world when the virus 

                                                 
8  The WHO response timeline, https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/interactive-

timeline, last retrieved on June 9th, 2021, as well as media coverage of the pandemic were used to identify relevant 
events, developments, and dates.  

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/interactive-timeline
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/interactive-timeline
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was first discovered by Chinese authorities”.9 Fourth, following the US announcement to leave the 

WHO, tweets around July 6th, 2020 – the day when the US officially notified the UN Secretary-

General of their withdrawal – were considered. The fifth and sixth period reflect WHO outreach 

during the 75th UN General Assembly and the 2020 World Health Summit respectively, in which 

the WHO called on world leaders to increase and coordinate their efforts to fight CoViD. Finally, 

the first week in December was considered since the UN General Assembly held a Special Session 

on the global CoViD-19 pandemic response and directly brought in the WHO to speak to the issue. 

Tweets sent out during these time periods were screened for whether they referred to the pandemic 

directly or framed the issue at hand through CoViD-19. 54.9% of all tweets across the accounts 

did, leaving us with 7,365 tweets.10 

 

Table 2: Crisis Timeline, Tweets Collected & Tweets Analyzed 

 

                                                 
9  https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-actions-china, last retrieved 

on June 9th, 2021. 
10  The ‘positivity rate’ of CoViD tweets obviously varied throughout 2020 with few tweets early in January (about a 

third) but increasingly throughout, peaking for the second time period in March/April (about 80%). 

Dates Event Total Tweets CoViD 
Tweets 

December 31st, 2019 to 
January 31st, 2020  

First reference & declaration of public 
health emergency of international concern 2,386 948  

March 26th, 2020 to 
April 10th, 2020 

Director-General addressing G20 & first 
explicit criticism of Trump administration 2,937 2,188 

May 18th, 2020 to 
May 31st, 2020 

73rd World Health Assembly &  
announcement of US withdrawal 2,030 1,187 

July 6th, 2020 to 
July 10th, 2020 

US notification to UN Secretary-General  
of its withdrawal from the WHO 640 413 

September 15th, 2020 to 
October 10th, 2020 

WHO outreach during 75th UN General 
Assembly & Executive Board session 3,742 1,750 

October 25th, 2020 to 
October 30th, 2020 2020 World Health Summit  696 343 

November 30th, 2020 to 
December 7th, 2020 

UN General Assembly Special Session 
on CoViD-19 pandemic response  992 536 

https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-actions-china
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The Variables 

We assess the empirical validity of our hypotheses by means of multivariate regression using the 

absolute count of retweets per single tweet as our main observation of resonance to be explained. 

Given that they are easily available, retweet counts are a widely used measure of resonance (or 

similar concepts such as “virality”) of online content (Suh et al. 2010, Paßmann 2019), which has 

been used extensively to investigate the topology of social media networks that it brings to the fore 

(Williams et al. 2015) as well as the powerful role IOs may play in such networks (Goritz et al. 

2020). That said, we are aware that using retweet counts marks only a proxy for resonance since 

motivation for retweeting and the degree of respective agreement with the original message differs 

for individual users. Nevertheless, given that it is a shared practice and hence meaningful within 

Twitter, easily available for us as researchers, and absolute, discrete and can be expressed in integer 

values, we think of retweets as the best way to determine resonance for a large-N Twitter analysis 

and hence use them as our main dependent variable. 

Our main explanatory variables include a number of indicators for the specific type of 

account the respective tweet was sent from. These indicate an account being a personal account 

(instead of an institutional one) and being a regional account – that is affiliated to a specific 

regional organization or office instead of speaking globally for the WHO (such as @WHO, for 

example(. Regarding the use of socio-technological affordances, we include single indicators for 

hashtags (“#”), embedded visual content (extracting hyperlinks) and alternative types of tweets 

(retweets, replies). For the content-based hypothesis of framing, we draw on manual coding by 

one of the authors focused on whether tweets framed CoViD-19 as a health crisis or not (see 

Hofferberth 2021 for more details). Manually coded tweets (about randomly selected 50% of 7,365 

tweets mentioned above) were used to train machine-learning algorithms to predict the framing of 

all the remaining tweets sent out during our time periods. The model classified unlabeled tweets 

based on their similarity in word occurrences within the training data and was estimated with a 

linear Support Vector Machine (James et al. 2017, 433ff)—a non-probabilistic (binary) 

supervised-learning classifier that is implemented in the Caret-package in R and widely employed 

in similar research (Hemsley et al. 2018, Bozarth and Budak 2020).11 Additional control variables 

include the length of the tweet as a logged number of words and the number of followers (as 

                                                 
11  Test statistics (Kappa = .47) suggests a moderate fit between training and test data according to established 

scientific standards (Landis and Koch 1977). 
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“exposure”, see below). We also include time fixed effects based on periods (as defined above) to 

control for time trends in our variables and a changing political context over time. 

The Models 

Our main dependent variable – the number of retweets per tweet - is discrete and only includes 

integer values. Its distribution also substantially deviates from normality, with many zeros and 

decreasing density with higher values (Figure 1). This is a characteristic distribution for event-

count data—an outcome that is highly plausible for a data-generating process of counting retweets. 

However, it suggests that an analysis based on ordinary least squares may be problematic. What is 

more, the variance of retweets (=2,249,104) significantly exceeds its mean (= 228.5), indicating 

“overdispersion” of the dependent variable (Long and Freese 2014). Therefore, we choose 

Negative Binomial Regression—a generalized version of Poisson regression, which allows for 

such overdispersion. What is more, the initial distribution of tweets is massively affected by the 

size of the respective followership of an account, thus leading to a huge variation in the exposure 

of tweets to other followers that may decide to retweet or not. To account for this variation, we 

apply Negative Binomial Regression with the number of followers as an “exposure variable” 

(Long and Freese 2014, 505ff). To account for heteroscedasticity, we use robust standard errors 

clustered on Twitter accounts (N = 16). We further use estimated incidence rate ratios (IRR) to 

communicate our empirical results (see Table 3). IRR are more intuitive as coefficients, because 

they can be interpreted as the factor change in the expected number of retweets per tweet for a 

one-unit change in the respective independent variable. Relatedly, an IRR larger than one suggests 

a positive effect (in terms of larger independent variables relating to more retweets), while IRR 

smaller than one suggest a negative effect (in terms of smaller independent variables relating to 

less retweets). 
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Figure 1: Histogram of retweets per tweet in the sample 

 

Results & Discussion 

Results by and large corroborates our expectations. In line with Hypothesis 1, framing the 

pandemic as a health crisis is much more likely to generate resonance. The estimated IRR suggests 

that such framing increases the expected number of retweets overall by a factor of about 1.8 (or 

80%), controlling for other factors such as type of tweets, accounts and techno-social affordances 

used in the tweet. We find a positive relationship across different parts of the WHO, however, 

estimated effects vary substantially in terms of size and statistical significance. Remarkably, of the 

20 most often shared tweets under investigation, 19 framed CoViD as a “health crisis”. Even if we 

take into account that exposure of respective tweets varies substantially due to the different number 

of followers to which tweets are regularly distributed by Twitter, still 15 of the 20 most often 

shared tweets (per follower) frame CoViD-19 as a “health crisis”. To illustrate, Figure 2 contains 

a selection of such tweets with most resonance in absolute (first and second example) and relative 

terms (third example). In these tweets, the WHO reaffirms its role as a global health authority in 

terms of medical expertise, while not alluding to other faces of the WHO mandate, for example, 

the more political issues of global cooperation during the pandemic or the many deficiencies in 

member states policies addressing CoViD-19. 



 
 

Table 3: Negative Binomial Regression of tweet resonance (N of retweets) with exposure (N followers) 

 
All Tweets All Tweets Main WHO 

Tweets of regional accounts 
 Europe America Africa West-Pac East-Med East-Asia 

          
Framing as health crisis (0/1) 1.832*** 1.874*** 1.925*** 3.006# 1.775*** 1.160 1.594** 1.296* 2.769*** 
 (0.133) (0.111) (0.147) (1.984) (0.075) (0.119) (0.229) (0.152) (0.550) 
Personal account (0/1) 10.448*** 9.185*** 11.411** 35.915*** 2.349** 5.270*** 11.073***   
 (3.478) (2.844) (9.207) (38.463) (0.746) (1.747) (4.943)   
Regional account (0/1) 7.279***         
 (1.924)         
WHO/AFRO (Africa)  5.229***        
  (1.097)        
WHO/EMRO (East-Med, 0/1)  2.646***        
  (0.415)        
WHO/Europe (0/1)  13.220***        
  (6.104)        
WHO/WPRO (West-Pac, 0/1)  6.692***        
  (1.119)        
WHO/SEAR (East-Asia, 0/1)  12.210***        
  (2.572)        
WHO/PAHO (America, 0/1)  5.242***        
  (1.865)        
Hashtags (logged N) 1.042 1.023 0.909 0.581*** 2.071* 1.136*** 1.271*** 0.677# 1.679* 
 (0.165) (0.159) (0.267) (0.031) (0.667) (0.021) (0.032) (0.151) (0.428) 
Visual content (0/1) 1.733*** 1.673*** 1.535** 3.304** 1.690 1.615 1.600* 3.327*** 3.093** 
 (0.244) (0.227) (0.245) (1.505) (1.140) (0.609) (0.367) (1.161) (1.246) 
Type: retweet (0/1) 15.229*** 14.631*** 9.588** 60.277*** 34.699*** 1.772 24.973*** 32.017*** 55.321*** 
 (5.676) (5.795) (7.841) (33.266) (12.390) (0.721) (10.450) (12.486) (24.974) 
Type: reply (0/1) 0.369*** 0.317*** 0.266*** 0.801 0.503 0.153*** 0.231*** 0.372*** 0.639 
 (0.097) (0.067) (0.026) (1.337) (0.234) (0.041) (0.007) (0.046) (0.204) 
Length (logged N of words) 1.009 1.010 1.017 1.000 0.966*** 0.985*** 1.028*** 1.006 0.999 
 (0.009) (0.009) (0.012) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.005) (0.007) (0.012) 
Alpha (over-dispersion) 2.149*** 2.092*** 2.162*** 2.048*** 1.788*** 0.909 1.839*** 0.704*** 1.556*** 
 (0.202) (0.193) (0.384) (0.262) (0.096) (0.194) (0.187) (0.060) (0.124) 
Log Likelihood -40875 -40735 -24457 -2310 -4779 -2618 -3504 -1110 -1326 
N Tweets 7327 7327 3957 473 1077 549 733 296 242 

Note: The table reports incidence rate ratios (IRR) from negative-binomial regression models with number of followers as an exposure variable, year fixed effects 
and robust standard errors clustered over Twitter accounts (in parentheses). Results for period fixed effects and constant terms have been omitted. # p<0.10, * 
p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
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https://twitter.com/WHO/status 

/1217043229427761152 

 
https://twitter.com/who/status 

/1243972193169616898 

 
https://twitter.com/WHOWPRO 
/status/1243171683067777024 

Figure 2: Tweets Framing Covid19 as “Health Crisis” 

Arguably, this neutral depoliticizing of CoViD allows the WHO to present ‘facts’ about the 

pandemic. As such, each tweets marks an authoritative declaration, restating the expert authority 

that audiences around the world hope to see in the organization. Retweeting WHO tweets further 

solidifies this authority. In other words, a focus on CoViD-19 as a health crisis not only creates 

resonance on Twitter but further strengthen the WHO in this particular mandate. While politically 

challenged and contested by many in terms of its handling of China, on social media, at least, it 

seems that there is a rather clear future mandate for the organization as people seek reliant and 

trustworthy guidance throughout the pandemic (Hanrieder 2021). While this guidance is also 

provided on national levels (such as the Center for Disease Control and Prevention in the US and 

the Robert-Koch-Institut in Germany) as well as locally, the global nature of the pandemic renders 

WHO tweets as the global authority important to users around the world, while meddling in 

pandemic politics or an (over-)extension of the mandate into the socio-economic realm does not 

seem to resonate as well, confirming an overall trend of IOs preferring the modality of 

depoliticization (Louis and Maertens 2021). 

According to Hypothesis 2a, we expected personalized accounts to generate more 

resonance than institutional accounts. Estimates strongly support this expectation across models. 

Based on the full dataset, the estimated incidence rate ratio is ranging from 9.1 to 10.4 (depending 
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on the model), suggesting that tweets sent by personal accounts are shared on average by about 

nine to ten times more by users than tweets from institutional accounts (again controlling for 

alternative factors). This is a massive difference in the overall conditional resonance of CoViD-

related tweets. Remarkably, such differences can be observed if comparing personal with 

institutional accounts for the WHO main organization alone as well as specific regional setting 

(where we identified personal accounts of regional directors of EURO, PAHO, AFRO, WPRO, 

but not EMRO and SEAR). Notably, these differences vary across models. The estimated number 

of retweets of @hans_kluge – the official account of the WHO Regional Director for Europe – is 

about 36 times higher compared to @WHO_Europe (relative to the size of the respective 

followership as well as conditional on other factors in the model). The respective estimate for 

comparing @DirOPSPAHO, the official account of the Director of the Pan American Health 

Organization (PAHO) with the institutional account of PAHO (@pahowho) is positive and 

statistically significant as well, but much smaller (2.3). That is, we find strong and consistent 

support for Hypothesis 2a, suggesting that tweets from personal accounts indeed receive 

remarkably more resonance than their institutional equivalents. 

For us, this confirms our intuitive notion that ‘faces matter’ during an unprecedented crisis. 

Whether Anthony S. Fauci as Chief Medical Advisor to the President or Christian Drosten as 

Director of the Charité Institute of Virology in Berlin, medical experts became nationally and 

internationally recognized ‘pandemic celebrities’ on social media. To a lesser extent true to WHO 

staff, it is still noteworthy to point out that each of them is a recognized expert in their field, 

boasting resumes with years of service in prestigious institutions and health-related fields. 

Arguably, it is the combination of the desire to focus on particular individuals as well as their 

respective expertise that made their messages resonate, specifically on social media, where 

iBrands matter, “the currency is the self, and the gold standard is openness and authenticity” (Storr 

2018, 255). In fact, it seems that sending personal tweets or those that at least appear as such is a viable 

strategy to create likes and retweets, forcing users to balance their social media commitment in a way 

that it is personal and authentic without making themselves vulnerable (Manor 2021, 65-6) 

Turning to Hypothesis 2b, we expected to find regional accounts to generate resonance 

than accounts affiliated to the WHO main organization. Again, empirical evidence largely 

supports our expectation. On average, estimated resonance for regional accounts differs from 

accounts of the main organization by a factor change of about seven. That is, controlling for other 
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factors, regional accounts generate about seven-times more retweets than institutional ones. 

Notably, estimated factor changes are substantial (as well as statistically significant) across regions 

(that is comparing regions with accounts affiliated to the main organization), ranging from an 

estimated change by a factor of 2.6 (in case of WHO/EMRO) to 13.2 (in case of WHO/Europe). 

In line with Hypothesis 2a, we expect a sense of immediacy at the local level throughout the 

pandemic to explain this resonance. In other words, global guidance and statistics are important, 

but it is their pick-up by more regional, more localized accounts creates resonance.  

According to Hypothesis 3a-d, we finally expected the smart use of socio-technological 

affordances to generate additional resonance. Estimates most strongly support such expectations 

in case of retweets, which show a propensity for generating resonance that is about 15 times higher 

compared to other types of tweets. As argued in the theory section, this might reflect expectation 

of other users that retweets provide a selection of more interesting content, thus increasing the 

likelihood of resonance by being scrutinized more closely. It further seems to feed into the viral 

dynamics of social media, where retweets seem to be begetting retweets With regard to visual 

content – such as images, video footage, infographics – the interpretation of results is rather 

straightforward as well: as expected (Hypothesis 3b) such content is of more moderate but overall 

significant explanatory power with regard to tweet resonance (with an estimated factor change of 

about 1.7). To illustrate: while only half of all tweets under investigation entail such content, all 

of the most retweeted tweets shown in Figure 3 actually do.12  

However, we did not find similar results for hashtags. Notably, most tweets sent by WHO-

affiliated accounts on Covid19 entail at least one hashtag – which is in 70.2% of all tweets the 

hashtag “#COVID19”. Thus, the data arguably lacks variation to some extent as hashtagging in 

the WHO Twittersphere became generic, which might explain the lack of a clear relationship (see 

Figure 2). Nevertheless, we see a remarkable mix of significant estimates across regions suggesting 

positive as well as negative relationships. A more detailed analysis might be in order to make sense 

of the role specific hashtags play in the CoViD-related tweeting of these accounts. In any case, the 

results did not match our expectation (Hypothesis 3b). Regarding replies, estimates consistently 

suggest a negative relationship with resonance across models, which most clearly contradict our 

                                                 
12  Future research would need to systematically account for the nature of visual content retweeted and the effects it 

has (Schlag and Heck 2020). For the time being, an anecdotal read of visual content seems to reinforce the farming 
of CoViD as a health crisis and as a practice to further establish scientific and medical expert authority.  
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expectation (Hypothesis 3d). An ad-hoc interpretation of this results may point at replies indicating 

a topically more focused interactions that does not interest as many users by implication – despite 

a possible gratification for showing a dialogical orientation towards other users. It is also a practice 

not as easily conducted as retweeting and hence rather seldom in Twitter (Shahin and Dai 2019). 

 

Figure 3: Twenty most often used hashtags in Covid-related tweets by WHO accounts 

Note: We identified N=891 different hashtags overall with total usage of N=11302, minimum use of hashtags 

covered in the Figure is N=45, hashtag usage not covered by Figure 3 is N=2920. 

 

Conclusions 

This paper started out with the real-world observation that IOs, in recent years, have ‘gone digital’ 

and are now heavily invested into social media to convey their narrative(s) of global governance 

(Bjola and Zaiotti 2020b). Given that this remains a rather recent trend, understanding social media 

practices naturally is still at an early stage. Thus, as scholars gather around this interdisciplinary 
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research agenda and bring in theories and insights from different fields, many gaps remain. With 

regards to IOs in particular, we still know little about the impact of social media and whether an 

organization pursues a specific strategy to maximize it. In other words, as IOs recognize the 

potential of social media as a new outlet for self-legitimation, we know little about how they 

approach this and even less about what works. We know, however, that there is massive amount 

of data, which, if not studied, will limit our understanding of IOs and their communication with 

stakeholders. As argued in this paper, one important dimension in this is to understand if and how 

different content, different authors, and different socio-techno affordances create different levels 

of resonance and hence do justice to their normative accountability as public organizations in their 

ongoing quests for legitimacy (Ecker-Ehrhardt 2018a, Gronau and Schmidtke 2016). 

While IO legitimation for normative reasons should never be an organizational end in itself 

(Hurd 2019), the use of social media to legitimate action and provide reason in current times is 

specifically relevant for IOs simply because it has the potential to provide an important layer of 

protection against populist critique of working ‘against the people’. Against this critique, if used 

to provide space for deliberation and foster a healthy, critical discourse, IOs can use social media 

to counter delegitimating attacks on the liberal international order they represent (Börzel and Zürn 

2021, Pevehouse 2020). More specifically, due to its inherent features, social media has the 

potential to create resonance for IO messages and thus provide counter-narratives to educate global 

audiences, who already rely heavily on social media to make sense of current events (Hansen et 

al. 2011). However, we also recognize the dangers of simplifying complex content and trivializing 

information in 160 characters, increased but ultimately non-authentic personalization, and 

unwarranted trust in experts and authorities as IOs, albeit sending a different message, dip into the 

same mechanics that define populist communication (Destradi and Plagemann 2019). In other 

words, social media remains a two-edged sword, but, for now, is out there and heavily influences 

the world views and opinions of many. Thus, it remains to be seen and contested, what content is 

widely shared and what image of IOs will dominate public opinion (Murthy 2012). 

In this context, our results from the WHO Twittersphere and its communication during 

CoViD-19 show that framing, authorship, and socio-techno know-how of Twitter all matter as the 

organization was struggling to share its message throughout 2020. More specifically, as the WHO 

continues to experiment with and improve its social media presence, our research shows that a 

focused message on its core mandate (i.e. health), authentic and personalized as well as regionally 
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relevant communication, and an overall smart use of Twitter all make a difference in terms of 

resonance and likelihood to strengthen the organizational presence in public opinion. Without 

drifting into social media consultancy work, we believe this matters for the WHO but also for our 

understanding of the organization as well as our theories on social media impact and its reach. If 

anything, it tells us to pay close attention to organizational narratives on social media and the need 

to aggregate large data to better understand these. While obviously just a single case and limited 

to 16 accounts, we believe that such focused work on single IOs helps us to better understand not 

only their strategic commitment to social media but also the impact this has on global audiences 

and how the respective organization is perceived in global governance (Hofferberth 2020).  

That said, we are aware of certain limitations of our work and see the need for further 

research. For one, we need to develop a better proxy for resonance and consider whom messages 

resonate with and how. Expanding our understanding of resonance by including the recipient side 

in more detail would do better justice to the dialogical “two-way communication” inherent in 

social media (Shahin and Dai 2019). It would also help us to better understand the dangerous 

effects of echo-chambers, since even strong resonance, if limited to a particular audience, will not 

increase IO legitimacy but in fact further undermines it (Ecker-Ehrhardt 2021). Looking at 

retweeting practices in more detail would also provide more insights into content appropriation 

through other users, since sharing content in that fashion arguably does not always imply a full 

agreement with the original message but rather can imply and create new meaning(s) (Hayes et al. 

2016). For another, we see the need to further theorize the factors affecting it. More specifically, 

as framing matters, we need to expand our textual analysis and consider how other frames of 

CoViD-19 matter in the WHO Twittersphere (Hofferberth 2021). Finally, it goes without saying 

that we need to look into different organizations, different cases, and potentially different social 

media to validate results in comparative perspective. In the big picture, however, while the 

emerging field of IO social media research surely does not constitute a “coherent research program 

and lack[s] systematicity”, it holds the promise to add to our understanding of IOs as well as 

legitimation challenges they face in international governance in times of widespread populist 

critique and networked communication  (Bjola and Zaiotti 2020b, 3). When triangulated with other 

documents and forms of communication, social media offers important insights into IOs. To 

conclude on this larger notion, social media analysis by itself remains limited but IO analysis 

without factoring in social media presences of respective IOs arguably remains limited just as well.  
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Appendix 

Table A1 Descriptives for all variables under investigation 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
Number of Retweets per Tweet 7364 281.44 1738.20 0.00 56467 
Health crisis (hand-coded, 0/1) 3735 0.42 0.49 0 1 
Health crisis (all, 0/1) 7327 0.48 0.50 0 1 
Personal account (0/1) 7364 0.37 0.48 0 1 
Regional Account (0/1) 7364 0.46 0.50 0 1 
WHO/AFRO (Africa) 7364 0.07 0.26 0 1 
WHO/EMRO (East-Med, 0/1) 7364 0.04 0.20 0 1 
WHO/Europe (0/1) 7364 0.06 0.25 0 1 
WHO/WPRO (West-Pac, 0/1) 7364 0.10 0.30 0 1 
WHO/SEAR (East-Asia, 0/1) 7364 0.03 0.18 0 1 
WHO/PAHO (America, 0/1) 7364 0.15 0.35 0 1 
Hashtags (logged N) 7364 0.85 0.41 0.00 2.48 
Embedded content (0/1) 7364 0.50 0.50 0 1 
Type: retweet (0/1) 7364 0.38 0.48 0 1 
Type: reply (0/1) 7364 0.32 0.47 0 1 
Length (logged N of words) 7364 30.35 10.75 1 70 

 

 

Table A2 Resonance per WHO-handle 

Handle Affiliation Type Followers N tweets Observed retweets (“resonance”) 
     min max sum 

@WHO WHO institutional 9295589 1946 0 40874 607463 
@DrTedros WHO personal 1449347 952 2 56467 354326 

@PeterASinger WHO personal 51871 654 0 22601 146937 
@doctorsoumya WHO personal 25996 397 1 11439 111192 
@DrMikeRyan WHO personal 10147 39 20 7835 39465 
@JaneEllison WHO personal 90354 2 4202 10021 14223 
@WHOAFRO AFRO institutional 233978 440 1 1877 31189 
@MoetiTshidi AFRO personal 34431 109 2 403 5112 

@pahowho PAHO institutional 102380 749 0 40874 189584 
@DirOPSPAHO PAHO personal 7639 332 1 32806 42960 
@WHOSEARO SEARO institutional 113572 242 0 40874 155762 
@WHOWPRO WPRO institutional 199521 620 0 40874 198632 

@takeshi_kasai WPRO personal 6399 113 0 303 1059 
@WHO_Europe Europe institutional 160885 374 0 15866 112731 

@hans_kluge Europe personal 15184 99 0 7266 12420 
@WHOEMRO EMRO institutional 215236 296 0 15866 49500 

Note: AFRO for WHO Regional Office for Africa, PAHO for Pan American Health Organization/WHO Regional 
Office for the Americas, EARO for WHO Regional Office for South-East Asia, WPRO for WHO Regional Office 
for the Western Pacific, “Europe” for WHO Regional Office for Europe, EMRO for WHO Regional Office for 
the Eastern Mediterranean. 
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Table A3 List of importance scores of 20 most important words for machine-learned 
classification of tweets as applying a “health crisis frame”: 

 
#covid19         100.00 
confirmed         56.91 

#coronavirus      51.74 
deaths            51.69 

reported          48.97 
response          43.69 
region            41.01 

pandemic          38.51 
support           37.55 

@drtedros         35.84 
virus             33.34 

transmission      32.65 
solidarity        31.96 
spread            31.83 

ncov              28.84 
dashboard         27.19 

#china            24.60 
live              24.34 

outbreak          23.84 
briefing          22.75 
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